
Crouch End U3A Geology Group have ‘near death’ experience!
On a sunny, crisp autumn morning the CE U3A Geology Group visited the City of London 
Cemetery in Aldersbrook, NE London E12. It is the largest cemetery in London.

The Cemetery was opened in 1856 to house those could no longer be accommodated within 
the City of London boundaries. It includes the communal graves of many of those relocated 
from church burial grounds to make way for development:

The reason for our visit was that it provided an opportunity to study at close quarters and 
compare different types of rocks which have been used in the construction of memorials, 
headstones, sculptures etc. These included:



Sedimentary rocks such as oolitic limestone (such as Portland Stone or Kentish Rag) and 
sandstone (often showing bedding planes); 

        

Intrusive igneous crystalline rocks such as granite (made up of felsic minerals quartz and 
feldspars) and gabbro (made up of mafic minerals such pyroxene and plagioclase);     

         

Metamorphic rocks such as marble, foliated slate and banded gneiss which have 
recrystallized after being subject to considerable pressure and temperature:

              

These rocks were used in a wide range of memorials from simple headstones to fabulous 
installations:

                  

  Unpolished granite cross                     White Sicilian marble                    Simple slate 
headstone



Many of the rocks were polished which allowed crystals and fabric to be clearly observed. It 
was interesting to compare this with unpolished or rough cut stones. We took the opportunity 
to get up real close and study the detailed characteristics of the different rocks!

 

We were assisted by an excellent ‘geotrail’ guide produced by UCL - but our Co-Convenor 
Heather acted as guide on the day, having done a recce in advance to ensure a seamless 
journey, a clear route around the cemetery and detailed information at each point of interest:

The igneous and metamorphic rocks were clearly more hard wearing – 
often in pristine condition after many decades. 

The limestone rocks showed clearer signs of weathering with metal lettering 
- previously set within the stone - now standing proud.

The porous sandstones, which absorb water which then freezes, displayed 
the most weathering; often crumbling to the touch - as one group member 
found out!



 

The Limestones were especially fascinating as they often include clear fossilised fragments 
of marine shells and other fossilised remains:

Limestone showing Crinoid (Sea Lilies) 
fossils

Portland Stone showing bivalve (oyster) 
shells

 

The more recent headstones displayed a wider range of more ‘exotic’ rocks including:

An intensely dark gabbro (Belfast Black); 

A gabbro with glittering bronzite crystals 
(Black Galaxy):

Larvikite with iridescent blue/green 
feldspar crystals: 

Banded red-garnet gneiss. 

 

The visit was topped off with time for reflection over refreshments in 
the on-site café - complete with interested local fauna:
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